History and Bathymetry of a Surge-dammed Lake
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ABSTRACT. A survey was made in 1974 of the small lake which had formed as
a result of thesurgeadvance
of SteeleGlacier,YukonTerritory,
in 1965-68.
Maximum lake levelis controlled by a drainage channel whichpasses over rock
near the hydrologic left margin
of Steele Glacier.Since the surge advanceof 1965-68
the lake has twice drained subglacially, producing minor outburst floods on Steele
Creek and increasing the discharge of the Donjek River which crosses the probable
route of the Alaska Highwaypipeline.
RÉSUMÉ. Histoire et bathymétrie d’un lac formé par une crue exceptionnelle d’un
glacier formant barrage. On fit une étude, en 1974, du petit lac qui s’était formé à la
suite d’une crue exceptionnelle, en 1965-68, du glacier Steele, dans le Territoire du
Yukon. Le niveau maximum du lac est contrôlé par un canal de drainage qui passe
par-dessus un tcrrain rocailleux non loin du bord hydrologique gauche du glacier
Steele. Depuis la crue exceptionnelle de 1965-68, le lac s’est drainé par deux fois
au-dessous de la couche de glace, occasionnant des crues subitespeu importantes du
Steele Creek et augmentantle débit du Donjek River qui traverse le parcours proposé
pour lapipeline de la Route de l’Alaska.

INTRODUCTION

A surge of Steele Glacier in the St. Elias Mountains, Yukon Territory, occurred
in 1965-68 and the displaced ice of the glacier’s lower zone dammed the mouth
of Hazard Creek, a tributary
of Steele Creek. The lake which formed behind
the dam (location: 61 O 15’24’’N, 14Oo12’30”W) filled some time between September 1966 andAugust 1967, andremainedfulluntillateJuly’
1975, when
it drained through a tunnel under the glacier. Throughout the summer
of 1976,
the basin remained empty, the waters of Hazard Creek discharging through the
subglacialtunnel. The lakewasagainfullinJuly
1977, but drainedagain
shortlyafter.
of variations in glacier movement
Ice-dammed lakes are a common consequence
andarefoundinmostglaciatedregions.Surge-typeglaciers,exceptionally
abundant in the St. Elias Mountains, undergo exaggerated fluctuations of length
and thickness, and are therefore especially active in producing ice dams. A recent
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report indicates there are probably more than 200 ice-dammedbasinsin the
Slims, Donjek, andGenerc-Whiteriverwatershedswhich
drain the Canadian
portion of the St. Elias interior slope north of 6Oo30’N latitude, and that there
are some 280 surge-type glaciers in this same region (Canada 1977).
The main significance of ice-dammed lakes is their potential for unpredictable,
catastrophic drainage, givingrise to brief,violentfloods.According
to Wood
(1967), Steele Creek was considered a “forbidden valley” by local Indians who
feared “annihilation fromfloodwaterandcrashingice”(Wood
1972). It is
reasonable to assume that the fear was based on past experience with outburst
floods. Thorarinsson (1939) discusses these phenomena in Iceland, where their
effects are so striking that a specialword for them (jokulhlaup) existsin the
language. A general discussion of jokulhlaups with special reference to Canada,
is provided by Young (1977), while Post andMayo (1971) give a descriptive
account of Alaskan examples. Recent theoretical analyses are given by Bjornsson
(1975) and Nye (1976). However, relatively few detailed measurements or largescale maps of icedammed lakes are to be found in the literature. Of the more
than 200 ice-dammed basins which could discharge across the (Alaska Highway)
route of the pipeline due to be constructed through the Yukon Territory, only
the lake formed by the damming of Hazard Creek has been studied in any detail.
SURVEYS AND BATHYMETRY

A survey of the lake perimeter was carried out, and bathymetric measurements
were made in July 1974. The length of the lake was found to be 2.1 km and the
maximumwidth0.5km.Soundings,
recorded at 90 randompoints, permitted
construction of a bathymetric map(seeFig. 1). The greatest depth measured,
in the easternmost sounding, was 38.7 m.No soundings were attempted near the
calving ice cliff, where the lake was assumed to be deepest. A topographic map
of the SteeleGlacierregionwas
prepared at 1:50,000scale,in 1967, by the
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1. Bathymetric map of lake formed by damming Hazard Creek. The UTM coordinates
of the outlet to Steele Creek are F.543372 N6792310, and the lake-surface altitude is 1,674 m
above mean sea level. The contour interval
is 5 m.
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Canadian Topographical Surveyfrompre-surgephotography
(1951), but has
not beenpublished.TheHazardCreek
portion of thismap,photographically
enlarged to the same scaleas the lake map presentedhere, was found to correspond
well with the bottom contours and lake outline when the two maps were superimposed, although the earlier map necessarily shows much less detail and no ice
dam. The stream valley contours on the 1951 map indicated that the lake was
approximately 100 m deep along the ice dam (Fig. 1). The volume of the lake,
as computed by numerical integration, was 14 million m3 (14 x 106 m3),while its
mean depth was 16 m and its surface area 0.88 km2.
Vertical aerial photographs taken in the summer of 1951 (Fig. 2), the summer
of 1955, August 1966 (Fig. 3), September 1966, August 1967, and the summer

Portion of OanadianGovernment aerial photograph A1964742 taken in August
1966. The Steele Glacieradvancehasblockedthenormaldrainage
of HazardCreek and
the lake basin is in the process of being filled.

FIG. 3.
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4. Portion of CanadianGovernmentaerialphotograph
A21523-77 taken in summer
1970. The lake basinis full and a stable drainage channel over rock has beenfound.

FIG.

of 1970 (Fig. 4), togetherwithaerial
oblique photographs taken in January,
February and May 1967 (M. Alford, Water Survey of Canada, Whitehorse, Y.T.,
personal communication) provide a comprehensive picture of the lake basin prior
to the surge of 1965-68 and duringthe process of filling.
From earlier oblique photographs andgroundsurveys(Wood
1936; Sharp
1943, 1951) it is evident that the basin remained empty over a period of at least
thirty years preceding the surge of 1965-68, and did not fill during the minor
surge which occurred around 1947.
A delta, 300-350 m wide, the result of sedimentation from Hazard Creek, was
found to fill the entire western end of the lake. Being of such size, it must have
begun to formbefore 1967, although no attempt wasmade to estimate either
the volume of sediments contained in it or the rate of their accumulation. Deltas
present at the debouchments of small creeks into the basin also appeared to be
larger than could be accounted for by only a decade of accumulation. Adjacent
to the present delta, and a few metres higher than the most recent lake levels,
werefoundextensivegravel
terraces, wellvegetatedandcontainingwillows
3-5 m in height. Thestream appeared to have cut many channels into the terraces
during the extended periods when they were
not covered by water. During the last
filling of the recent past -that which occurred before 1935 -the waters of the
lake reached the approximate level attained after the surge of 1965-68. It was
during an earlier filling that the old terraces were formed.
PROCESSES OF FORMATIONAND

DRAINAGE

The active phaseof the Steele Glacier surge thought
is
to have begunlate in 1965
(Stanley 1969). Aerial photographs taken in September 1966 (Fig. 3) show the
normal course of Hazard Creek blocked by the Steele Glacier but the lake only
partially filled. Asthe surge progressed, the ice level rose and a potential drainage
channel along the hydrologic left margin of the glacier became blocked. Had the
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FIG. 5. Photograph taken 23August
1976 showing emptylakebasinandHazardCreek
entering subglacial drainage tunnel. The former lake level is seen as a horizontal lineation
etched into the ice face.
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drainage stream maintainedits course alongside the glacier, incisionof the channel
through the ice would have caused a gradual decline in water level. Instead, the
channel
lake continued to fill until drainage became possible through a rock-floored
beyond the glacier margin andindependentof the ice. This channel was established
between May 1966 and August 1967 and the lake continued to be drained by it
until, in late July 1975, the lake emptied through an ice tunnel under the glacier.
This eventwasfortuitouslywitnessedbyR.B.Campbell
of the Geological
Survey of Canada (personal communication, 1977). While engaged in field work
in the basin of Steele Creek, he noticed that the stream was in flood, although
there had been no recent exceptional rainfall, and shortly thereafter he observed
that the lake basin had emptied. In Fig. 5 are shown the ice face and drainage
tunnel entrance at the basin’slowest point, as they appeared in August 1976.
The former lake level appears as aclearly-cut horizontal line in the ice face
near the top of the cliff. The presence of deep mud and lack of time prevented
a closer approachto the opening and accurate measurement of it (estimated width
3-5 m). It is conceivablethat the lake had filled partially and drained again earlier
in 1976; but in anycase it refilledbetweenSeptember
1976 and July 1977.
According to R.B. Campbell, who was again working in the Steele Creek basin
at the time, the most recent emptying of the lake occurred after 31 July, and
before 5 August, 1977. However, in photographs taken on 2 September 1977 (W.
A. Wood, personal communication) thelake is seen to be full anddraining through
its “normal” rockytunnel; the ice tunnel through which the lake drained a month
previously must have closed almost immediately after that outburst event. If the
pattern of behaviour of similar glacier-dammed lakes is followed, this cycle of
filling and subglacial drainage will continue until ablation of the ice dam permits
permanent drainage. There are two ways in which this may come about: either the
height of the ice dam may so decrease that water is able to overtop the dam and
cause the lake to drain supraglacially as a result of the incision of the drainage
stream into the ice; or, alternatively, ice ablation may eventually
reduce the glaciostatic pressure to such a degree that a subglacial drainage tunnel, once formed,
will remain permanently open, instead of eventually becoming resealed by creep
closure, as now happens.
Subglacial or englacial drainage becomesapossibilitywhen
the hydrostatic
pressure in the neighbourhood of the ice dam becomes comparable to the glaciostatic pressure (Glen 1954). This condition can bebrought about either by a raising
of the lake level (increasing hydrostatic pressure) or by a lowering of the ice
surface through ablation (reducing glaciostastic pressure). In the case of the lake
formed as a result of the damming of Hazard Creek, the level cannot rise above
the level of the rock-floored drainage channel near the glacier margin. Subglacial
drainage does not occur until some years after formation of the ice dam, because
surface melting must first bring about a lowering of glaciostastic pressure near
the dam.Between surge episodes, the extendedtongue of SteeleGlacier is
essentiallymotionlessand ablates rapidly; flow rates measuredin the area in
1974-75 were less than 2.0 m per year, and the average of four ablation measurements taken nearby was2.65 m per year. In 1975, the height of the ice dam above
water level was measuredat six points and found to average approximately 30 m.
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Thus, in 1968,at the end of the surge of the Steele Glacier, the dam probably
reached a height of more than 50 m above lake level.
From measurements of the drainage of Grimsvotn in Iceland (Bjornsson 1975)
and the most recent theoretical study of subglacial drainage (Nye 1976) it would
appear that drainage can occur before the hydrostatic pressure actually exceeds
glaciostaticpressure.Theforces
of buoyancyactingonbottomicewhich
is
floating free of the bed exert leverage on the ice which remains
attached to the bed.
There is, as a result, a slight reduction in the threshold hydrostatic pressure
required for subglacial drainage. It is worth noting that the Steele Glacier dam
consists of cold (rather than temperate) ice, a condition thought to inhibit subglacial drainage. Temperature measurements taken deep in the ice in the vicinity
of the ice dam (Clarke and Jarvis 1976) show that the temperature of the upper
100m of glacier ice doesnot exceed -1 O C .
Photographs taken in July 1977 of Steele Creek below the glacier terminus
reveal no evidence of widespread flooding, although the boulder and gravel bars
adjacent to the normal stream channel have a freshly-washed appearance, and
several small alluvial fans, builtonto the bars by minor tributaries, appear to have
been truncated at bank-full level. The channel has a fairly steep gradient (approximately 0.018) and so, even though it is not broad and is only a few metres
deep, it can contain the jokulhlaup of the draining lake without inundation of the
wider vegetated floodplain. An estimate of the jokulhlaup magnitude is given by
(1973):Q = 75V0.67,
the empirical relationship developed by Clague and Mathews
where Q is peak discharge (in m3 per second) and V is lake volume (in lo6 mS).
This indicates that the maximumdischarge to be reached in a jokulhlaup on
Steele Creek would be around
440 m3 per second, or about two thirds of the
maximumlate-summerdischarge carried by the DonjekRiver at the Alaska
Highway bridge (Canada 1977) in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline crossing.
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